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Abstract

Pointwise and mean ergodic theorems under di�erent assumptions for subadditive super-
stationary families of random sets whose values are weakly (or strongly) compact convex
subsets of a separable Banach space are presented. The results generalize the results of [14],
where random sets in Rd are considered. Techniques used here are inspired by [3].
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1 Introduction

A generalization of Birkho�'s pointwise ergodic theorem for superstationary families of random
variables was given by Krengel [13]. In [12] Kingman proved Birkho�'s ergodic theorem for station-
ary subadditive processes. Abid [1] generalized previous results and showed ergodic theorem for
subadditive superstationary families of R-valued random variables. Using Abid's result Sch�urger
[14] proved pointwise and mean ergodic theorems for subadditive superstationary families of con-
vex compact random sets in Rd. Here results of [14] are generalized. Subadditive superstationary
families (Fs;t) of multivalued functions with values being weakly (respectively strongly) compact
convex subsets of a separable Banach space are considered. Certain compactness conditions are
imposed upon (Fs;t). Namely, it is assumed that 1

t
F0;t(!) are a.e. contained in some, dependent on

!, ball-compact set for all t 2 N, or, in the case when the Banach space and its dual both have the
Radon-Nikodym property, cl co

S1
t=1

1
t

R
A
F0;t is supposed to be w-compact for all subsets A of an

underlying �-algebra. It is noteworthy that in the �nite-dimensional case there is no distinction
between weak and strong topology and that the conditions mentioned above are automatically
satis�ed. Later, under some additional conditions, convergence of subadditive superstationary
families of subsets of a Banach space to a constant limit is proved.

The main idea used in the proofs is to scalarize elements of subadditive superstationary fam-
ilies using support functions, then use Abid's one-dimensional results and prove the existence of
multivalued in�nite-dimensional limits using techniques used in [3] and [10].

2 Preliminaries

Let (
;A; P ) be a probability space. Let X be a separable Banach space with the norm k � k.
X� will denote the dual of X and h�; �i will stand for the usual duality. The strong and weak
topology on X will be denoted by s and w respectively. Let Pwk(X) (respectively Psk(X)) denote
a family of w-compact (s-compact) subsets of X. Pwkc(X) and Pskc(X) will be used for the
families of w-compact convex and s-compact convex subsets of X. A subset of X will be called
w-ball-compact (s-ball-compact) if its intersection with any closed ball with the center at the origin
is w-compact (s-compact). Denote the family of w-ball-compact (resp. s-ball-compact) sets by
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Rw (resp. Rs). A multifunction is any mapping F : 
 ! Pwkc(X). A multifunction F is said
to be (E�r�os) measurable if the preimage F�U := f! 2 
:F (!) \ U 6= ;g belongs to A for any
s-open set U � X. Measurable multivalued functions will be considered and the adjective will be
often omitted. Also the term random set (r.s.) will be used to denote measurable multivalued
functions. The support function and the radius of the set C 2 Pwkc(X) will be de�ned in the
following way:

s(x�; C) := sup
x2C

hx; x�i; kCk := sup
x2C

kxk:

A sequence (Cn) � Pwkc(X) converges scalarly to a C 2 Pwkc(X) (notation: Cn! C) if

lims(x�; Cn) = s(x�; C) for all x� 2 X�:

The sequential weak Kuratowski limes superior (w-Ls Cn) of a sequence (Cn) � X is the set of all
w-limits of subsequences (xnj ), such that xnj 2 Cnj for all nj.

Denote by D a countable subset of the unit ball B� in X� dense with respect to the Mackey
topology � . Let H be the set spanned by all rational linear combinations of vectors in D. For
details see [5, III.32]. Notice also that, by [5, III.34] for any C 2 Pwkc(X)

C =
\

x�2H

fx 2 X: hx; x�i � s(x�; C)g : (1)

Denote N [ f0g by N0. Let � := f(s; t) 2 (N0)2: s < tg. Families (Fs;t)(s;t)2� in Pwkc(X) (or
Pskc(X)) will be considered. They will be denoted simply (Fs;t). Concepts of subadditivity and
superstationarity are de�ned in the following way:

De�nition 2.1 A family (Cs;t)(s;t)2� � Pwkc(X) (or Pskc(X)) is called subadditive if

Cs;t � Cs;u +Cu;t for all s < u < t:

Let D be a space of families F = (Fs;t) in Pwkc(X)� (or Pskc(X)�) :

F =

2
6666664

F0;1 F1;2 F2;3 : : :

F0;2 F1;3 F2;4 : : :
...

...
...

...
F0;n F1;n+1 F2;n+2 : : :
...

...
...

...

3
7777775

endowed with the product topology. Let (i; j) 2 N2 and �i;j:D ! Pwkc(X) (or Pskc(X)) be a
projection that gives the (i; j)-th coordinate of F 2 D, so �i;j(F ) = Fj�1;i+j�1.

De�ne the shift T : D ! D, such that �i;j (T (F )) = Fj;i+j for all i; j 2 N. Let M(D) be a
family of probability measures de�ned on B(D), the Borel �-algebra of subsets of D.

A probability measure P1 2 M(D) is stochastically smaller than P2 2 M(D) (notation: P1 �
P2) if Z

D

fdP1 �

Z
D

fdP2

for all bounded measurable functions f :D ! R which are increasing i.e. C . D implies that
f(C) � f(D), where C . D denotes that Ci;j � Di;j for all (i; j) 2 �.

De�nition 2.2 Let F = (Fs;t) be a family of Pwkc(X)-valued random sets de�ned on (
;A; P ).
Let Qi denote the probability distribution of T iF i.e. Qi(A) = P (T iF 2 A), A 2 B(D). The
family F is called superstationary if Q1 � Q0.

Note that also Qi+1 � Qi for all i 2 N if F is a superstationary process.
For example given a sequence (Gn) of i.i.d. random sets Fs;t(�) :=

Pt�1
i=s Gi(�) de�nes a

superstationary process.
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3 Results

Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 give di�erent conditions under which theorem 4.1 of [14] can be generalized
for r.s. with values in a Banach space.

We begin with pointwise ergodic theorems.

Theorem 3.1 Let F = (Fs;t) be a subadditive superstationary family in Pwkc(X) satisfying the
following assumptions:

i) (Fs;s+1) is L1Pwkc(X)-bounded i.e. there exists a constant ~k such that
R

 kFs;s+1k �

~k for all
s 2 N0,

ii) for almost all ! 2 
,
S1
t=1

1
t
F0;t(!) is contained in some, dependent on !, element of Rw.

Then there exists F1 2 L1Pwkc(X) such that

a) 1
t
F0;t ! F1,

b) F1(!) � cl cow-Ls 1
t
F0;t(!) a.e. in 
.

Note that if the space X is reexive then balls inX are w-compact thus condition ii) of theorem
3.1 is trivially satis�ed. Namely X itself is w-ball compact.

The next theorem is a version of the previous one for Pskc(X)-valued functions.

Theorem 3.2 Under the assumptions of theorem 3.1, where Pwkc(X) and Rw were replaced by
Pskc(X) and Rs respectively, the following holds: there exists an F1 2 L1Pskc(X) such that

a) limt �H (
1
t
F0;t; F1) = 0, where �H denotes the Hausdor� distance,

b) F1(!) � cl co s-Ls 1
t
F0;t(!) a.e. in 
.

Another generalization of theorem 4.1 in [14] is possible. The assumptions in the next theorem
are inspired by [3]. In this result bothX andX� are required to have the Radon-Nikodymproperty
(RNP). Recall that X has the RNP with respect to (
;A; P ) if any P -absolutely continuous
measure Q with bounded variation has a density f 2 L1X with respect to P , that is Q(A) =

R
A
fdP

for all A 2 A.

Theorem 3.3 Suppose that the Banach space X and its dual X� (with the dual norm) have
both the RNP. Let F = (Fs;t) be a subadditive superstationary family in Pwkc(X) satisfying the
following assumptions:

i) (Fs;s+1) is L
1
Pwkc(X)

-bounded i.e. there exists a constant ~k such that
R

 kFs;s+1k �

~k, for all
s 2 N0,

ii) the set cl co
S1
t=1

1
t

R
A
F0;t is w-compact for all A 2 A.

Then there exists F1 2 L1
Pwkc(X)

such that

a) 1
t
F0;t ! F1,

b) F1(!) �
T
m cl co

S
t>m

1
t
F0;t(!) a.e. in 
.

Observe that here condition ii) is of more global nature than in theorem 3.1. Note also that
for a separable Banach space X, X� has the RNP if and only if X� is separable for the dual norm
(see [8, Stegall's theorem p.195]).

The following theorems give conditions under which limits that occur in theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3
are constant a.e. These conditions appeared in [9], [14].

Theorem 3.4 Let F = (Fs;t) be a family of random sets satisfying the assumptions of theorem
3.1. Suppose also
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i)
R

 s(x

�; F0;t) <1, for all t 2 N, x� 2 H,

ii) limt
1
t2

R

(s(x

�; F0;t))
2 = �x� exists and is �nite for all x� 2 H,

iii) There is a constant 0 � �x� < 1 depending on x� 2 H such that Var(s(x�; F0;2t)) +�R

 s(x

�; F0;2t)
�2

� 2(1 + �x� )Var(s(x�; F0;t)) + 4
�R

 s(x

�; F0;t)
�2

for all x� 2 H, where
Var denotes variance.

Then there exists a set C 2 Pwkc(X) such that

a) 1
t
F0;t ! C,

b) limt
1
t
s(x�; F0;t) = s(x�; C) in L2

R
, for all x� 2 X�.

We have an immediate analogue of theorem 3.4 for r.s. with values in Pskc(X).

Theorem 3.5 Let F = (Fs;t) be a family of random sets satisfying the assumptions of theorem
3.2 and i), ii), iii) of theorem 3.4. Then there exists a set C 2 Pskc(X) such that

a) limt �H
�
1
t
F0;t; C

�
= 0

b) limt
1
t
s(x�; F0;t) = s(x�; C) in L2

R
, for all x� 2 X�.

Theorem 3.6 Suppose both X and X� have the RNP. Let F = (Fs;t) be a family of random sets
satisfying the assumptions of theorem 3.3 and i), ii), iii) of theorem 3.4. Then there exists a set
C 2 Pwkc(X) such that a), b) of theorem 3.4 hold.

Remark 3.1 No analogue of theorem 3.6 exists for Pskc(X)-valued r.s. The Radon-Nikodym
theorem for multimeasures, which is used in the proof of theorem 3.6, provides only the existence
of a derivative multifunction with w-compact values.

Let us now present mean ergodic theorems.

Proposition 3.1 Let (Fn) be a sequence of Pwkc(X)-valued random sets, such that for almost all
! 2 
,

S
n2NFn(!) is a subset of some w-ball-compact set dependent on !. Suppose that for some

m 2 N, limn s(x
�; Fn) exists a.e. in LmR for all x� 2 H and that (kFnk) converges in Lm

R
. Then

there exists an F1 2 LmPwkc(X) such that

Z


js(x�; Fn) � s(x�; F1)jm ! 0:

Theorem 3.7 Let F = (Fs;t) be a family of random sets in Pwkc(X) satisfying conditions of
theorem 3.1. Then there exists a random set F1 2 L1Pwkc(X) such that

lim
t

Z



����s(x�; 1t F0;t) � s(x�; F1)

���� = 0

Remark 3.2 Suppose that both X and X� have the RNP. It is possible to derive analogues of
theorem 3.7 (and also proposition 3.1, which is used in the proof of theorem 3.7). In that case
the condition that

S
n2N Fn(!) is a.e. contained in a w-ball-compact set, which depends on !, is

replaced by the following one: cl co
R
A
Fn is w-compact for all A 2 A.

Much more interesting results can be obtained for r.s. whose values are in Pskc(X). Let us
show �rst a Pskc(X)-valued version of proposition 3.1.
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Proposition 3.2 Let (Fn) be a sequence of random sets in Pskc(X) such that for almost all
! 2 
,

S
n2N Fn(!) is a subset of some, dependent on !, s-ball-compact set. Suppose that for

some m 2 N, lims(x�; Fn) exists in LmR a.e. for all x� 2 H and that (kFn(!)k) converges in LmR .
Then there exists F1 2 L1Pskc(X) such that

Z



�mH (Fn; F1)! 0:

Now we have an analogue of theorem 3.7.

Theorem 3.8 Let F = (Fs;t) be a family of random sets in Pskc(X) satisfying the assumptions
of theorem 3.2. Then there exists an L1Pskc(X)-bounded random set F1 satisfying the following
condition

lim
t!1

Z



�H (
1

t
F0;t; F1) = 0

Under additional assumptions (namely, those that appear in theorem 3.4) it is possible to
derive mean-square convergence result.

Theorem 3.9 Let F = (Fs;t) be a family of random sets in Pskc(X) satisfying the assumptions
of theorem 3.2 and i), ii), iii) of theorem 3.4. Then there exists a constant set C 2 Pskc(X) such
that

lim
t!1

Z



�2H(
1

t
F0;t; C) = 0

Remark 3.3 Artstein and Hansen showed in [2] that strong law of large numbers for convex-
valued random sets can be extended to non-convex case by applying smart observation that given
a sequence (Ki) of s-compact sets in a Banach space X and an s-compact set K0 such that
�H (

1
n

Pn

i=1 coKi;K0) ! 0 as n! 1, then also �H (
1
n

Pn

i=1Ki;K0) ! 0 as n !1. In the case
when compact subsets of Rd are considered, well known result of Shapley-Folkmann-Starr can be
applied. However this line of argument does not apply in case of subadditive, superstationary
processes. A counterexample (already in Rd) is given in [14].

4 Applications

Recall that if the space X is reexive then closed balls in X are w-compact. Keeping in mind that
remark it is easy to see that the condition which appears in the results of the section 3, namely,
that

S1
t=1F0;t(!) is a subset of some element in Rw, is automatically satis�ed in reexive spaces.

(X itself is then w-ball-compact.) Thus Sch�urger's results for random sets in Rd with compact,
convex values follow from the results presented in section 3. Notice also that scalar convergence
topology is equivalent to the topology generated by Hausdor� distance in that case.

Let Pkc(Rd) denote a family of all convex compact subsets of Rd. We have an easy corollary
from any of theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3.

Corollary 4.1 (Theorem 4.1, [14]) Let F := (Fs;t) be a subadditive superstationary family of
Pkc(Rd)-valued random sets de�ned on a common probability space (
;A; P ). Assume that there
exists a constant ~K > 0 such that

R

 kFs;s+1k �

~K for s 2 N0. Then limt
1
t
F0;t exists a.e. in

(Pkc(Rd); �H ).

Theorem 3.4 (or 3.5, 3.6) implies:

Corollary 4.2 (Theorem 4.16, [14]) Let F := (Fs;t) be a subadditive superstationary family of
Pkc(Rd)-valued random sets satisfying the conditions of corollary 4.1 and conditions i), ii), iii) of
theorem 3.4. Then there exists a set C 2 Pkc(Rd) such that limt

1
t
F0;t = C a.e., 'x� = s2(x�; C)

and for all x�, limt
1
t
s(x�; F0;t) = s(x�; C) in L2

R
.
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Theorem 3.8 and 3.9 yield respectively:

Corollary 4.3 (Theorem 4.32, [14]) Let F := (Fs;t) be a subadditive superstationary fam-
ily of Pkc(Rd)-valued random sets satisfying the assumptions of theorem 4.1. Then there ex-
ists a Pkc(Rd)-valued random set G having the following properties:

R

 kGkdP < 1 and

limt

R

 �H (

1
t
F0;t; G)dP = 0.

Corollary 4.4 (Theorem 4.35, [14]) Let F := (Fs;t) be a subadditive superstationary family
of Pkc(Rd)-valued random sets satisfying the assumptions of theorem 4.1. Then there exists a
G 2 Pkc(Rd) such that limt

R

 �

2
H (

1
t
F0;t; G)dP = 0.

5 Proofs of the results

The following result, due to Abid ([1]) plays a key role in the proofs of the results of this paper.
Let us recall, after [1], the de�nition of a real-valued subadditive superstationary process. We
consider a family x = (xs;t) � R

� where xs;t are real-valued random variables. R� is equipped
with the product topology. The shift T is de�ned analogously as in the case of Pwkc(X)-valued
families.

De�nition 5.1 We say that a real-valued process x := (xs;t) is subadditive and superstationary
if

i) xs;t � xs;u + xu;t, for any triple s; u; t 2 N0 such that s < u < t,

ii) the distribution of x is stochastically smaller than the distribution of Tx,

iii)
R

 x0;t < +1 for any t 2 N,

iv) there exists an M > 0 such that infs�0
R

 xs;s+t � �Mt, for any t 2 N.

Lemma 5.1 ([1]) For any subadditive superstationary family x := (xs;t), limt
1
t
x0;t exists a.e. in

L1
R
.

Another important tool is an analogue of the Blaschke type lemma ([15]) for multivalued
functions with values in Pwkc(X) or Pskc(X).

Lemma 5.2 (Lemma 3.2, [3]) a) For every K 2 Pwkc(X) the subset K := fC 2 Pwkc(X):C �
Kg of Pwkc(X) is metrizable and compact for the scalar convergence topology.

b) For every K 2 Pskc(X) the subset K := fC 2 Pskc(X):C � Kg of Pskc(X) is compact for
the Hausdor� metric �H .

Consider the following lemma, which will be often used in the sequel.

Lemma 5.3 Let (Cn) � Pwkc(X). Suppose there exists an R 2 Rw such that Cn � R for all
n 2 N. Suppose also that (kCnk) is bounded and that for all x� 2 H the sequence s(x�; Cn)
converges. Then there exists a C1 2 Pwkc(X) such that Cn ! C1.

Proof. By the assumption, s(x�; Cn) converges for all x
� 2 H. Denote

�x� := lim
n
s(x�; Cn) (2)

r := sup
n

kCnk: (3)

Notice that Cn � K := R \ B(0; r). Since R 2 Rw, K is compact and by application of part a)
of lemma 5.2 there exists a subsequence (Cni) � (Cn) which scalarly converges to some C1 2
Pwkc(X). Obviously s(x�; C1) = �x� for all x� 2 H. By (2), (1) and the fact that H is dense
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in X�, C1 is the unique cluster point of the sequence (Cn) in the topology of scalar convergence.
Therefore Cn ! C1. 2

Proof of theorem 3.1. It will be shown that for any x� 2 H, s(x�; F ) := (s(x�; Fs;t)) and
kFk := (kFs;tk) are subadditive superstationary real-valued processes. By subadditivity of F , for
any x� 2 H, s(x�; Fs;t) � s(x�; Fs;u) + s(x�; Fu;t) for all s < u < t. By superstationarity of F , for
all x� 2 H, u 2 R, (s; t) 2 � we have P [s(x�; Fs;t) > u] � P [s(x�; Fs+1;t+1) > u]. Assumption i)
and subadditivity yield

i0)

Z



s(x�; F0;t) <1; for all x� 2 H; t 2 N; and

i00) inf
s�0

Z



s(x�; Fs;s+t) � �~kt; for all x� 2 H; t 2 N:

Indeed Z



s(x�; F0;t) �
t�1X
u=0

Z



s(x�; Fu;u+1) �
t�1X
u=0

Z



kFu;u+1k � ~kt <1

and Z


s(x�; Fs;s+t) � �

Z


kFs;s+tk �

t�1X
u=0

Z


kF (u; u+ 1)k � �~kt;

for all s 2 N0, t 2 N, x� 2 X�. i00) follows by taking inf over all s 2 N0. Now, for all x� 2 H,
s(x�; F ) is a real-valued subadditive superstationary process in the sense of [1] (see de�nition
5.1). Analogously it can be shown that (kFs;tk) is also a subadditive superstationary process.
Abid's pointwise ergodic theorem implies that for all x� 2 H there exist null sets Nx� and M and
functions 'x� ;  : 
! R such that

lim
t!1

1

t
s(x�; F0;t(!)) = 'x�(!) for all ! 2 N

c
x� (4)

lim
t!1

1

t
kF0;t(!)k =  x�(!) for all ! 2M

c: (5)

De�ne the null set N :=
S
x�2H Nx� [M . Fix any ! 2 N c. Lemma 5.3, applied to Ct :=

1
t
F0;t(!),

yields the existence of a set C!
1 such that 1

t
F0;t(!)! C!

1. De�ne

F1(!) :=

�
C!
1; ! 2 N c

f0g; otherwise

Obviously 1
t
F0;t(!)! F1(!) for all ! 2 N c. Since for all x 2 X

d(x; F1(!)) = sup
x�2D

[hx; x�i � s(x�; F1(!))]

is measurable in ! (for s(x�; F1(�)) is a limit of measurable functions), F1 is measurable (see [5],
theorem III.9). Moreover, F1 2 L1Pwkc(X). Indeed,Z




kF1k �

Z



lim inf
t

k
1

t
F0;tk � lim inf

t

Z



k
1

t
F0;tk = lim inf

t

1

t

Z



kF0;tk �
1

t
� t~k <1

The proof of part b) is an adaptation of the proof of part b) of theorem 2.1 of [3]. 2

Proof of theorem 3.2. Denote R : 
!Rs the function such that,
S1
t=1

1
t
F0;t(!) � R(!)

a.e. As in the proof of theorem 3.1 one can show that there exists a function Fw
1 2 L1Pwkc(X) such

that
1

t
F0;t! Fw

1 (6)
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(Recall that! denotes scalar convergence). Also, as in the proof of theorem 3.1, k1
t
F0;tk converges

to some  2 L1
R
. Thus for su�ciently large t,

1

t
F0;t(!) � K(!) := R(!) \B(0;  (!) + 1);

where K(!) 2 Pskc(X) (by the s-ball compactness of R(!)). Part b) of lemma 5.2 implies that
there is a subsequence (ti) � (t) and F1 2 Pskc(X) such that

�h(
1

ti
F0;ti; F1)! 0 a.e. (7)

Now (6) and (7) imply that F1(!) = Fw
1(!) (a.e.) is a unique �H -cluster point of the sequence

(1
t
F0;t(!)). Thus a) is proved. To prove part b) one can adapt the proof of of theorem 2.1 b) in

[3]. 2

Proof of theorem 3.3. As in the proof of theorem 3.1, it can be shown that (s(x�; Fs;t)) and
(kFs;tk) are subadditive, superstationary families in Abid's sense. Thus there exist 'x� ;  2 L1

R

such that for all x� 2 H

'x�(!) = lim
t

1

t
s(x�; F0;t(!)); (8)

 (!) = lim
t!1

1

t
kF0;t(!)k:

The sets Gt(!) :=
1
t
F0;t(!) are uniformly bounded by  (!) + 1 (for su�ciently large t). Hence�

1
t
s(x�; F0;t(!))

�
is equicontinuous on X�, thus (8) holds for all x� 2 X�. Denote RA :=

cl co
S1
t=1

1
t

R
A
F0;t. De�ne  A:H ! R by  A(x�) =

R
A
'x� . The function  A(x�) is subad-

ditive on H and
 A(x

�) � s(x�; RA); for all x
� 2 H; (9)

therefore  A is � -continuous on X� and is also w�-lower semicontinuous. Theorem II.16 of [5] im-
plies that there exists a nonempty closed convex subset M (A) � X such that  A(�) = s(�;M (A)).
Obviously, s(x�;M (A)) =

R
A
'x� �

R
A
 , thus kM (A)k = supx�2D s(x

�;M (A)) �
R
A
 <1. By

(9), M (A) � RA, thus it is w-compact. Now, as was done in the proof of theorem 2.5 in [3], it can
be shown thatM :A! Pwkc(X) is additive, absolutely continuous with respect to P , has bounded
variation and s(x�;M (�)) is �-additive for all x� 2 X�. Thus the multivalued Radon-Nikodym
theorem (see [6, Th�eor�eme 3] or [7, Th�eor�eme 8, p.III.31]) can be applied. It implies the existence
of a multifunction F1 2 L1Pwkc(X) such that

M (A) =

Z
A

F1dP; for all A 2 A: (10)

The multifunction F1 is de�ned uniquely up to a null set. Recalling ([11]) that for multivalued
functions with s(x�;

R
A
F ) =

R
A
s(x�; F ) for all A 2 A part a) follows. The proof of part b) is the

same as the one of theorem 2.5 b) in [3]. 2

Proof of theorem 3.4. By theorem 3.1 1
t
s(x�; F0;t) converges in L1

R
(for all x� 2 X�),

therefore there exists a limit

lim
t

1

t

Z


s(x�; F0;t) =: ~�x� <1; for all x� 2 X�: (11)

(Note that ~�x� does not depend on !.) Following the proof in [9] (p.675), assumptions i), ii), iii)
and (11) imply that

lim
n

1

2nm
s(x�; F0;2nm(!)) = ~�x� a.e. for all x� 2 H; m 2 N (12)

and

lim
t

1

t
s(x�; F0;t) = ~�x� in L2R for all x� 2 H: (13)
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As in the proof of theorem 3.1 it can be shown that
�
1
t
kF0;t(!)k

�
is a.e. bounded. Thus by (12)

and lemma 5.3 there exists a set C 2 Pwkc(X) such that 1
2nmF0;2nm ! C (for any m as n!1).

In view of theorem 3.1 1
t
F0;t(!)! C a.e. in 
. Recalling that s(x�; C) = ~�x� for all x� 2 X� and

(13) we get b). 2

Proof of theorem 3.5. Part b) holds by the argument used in the proof of theorem 3.4.
Let us prove a). Theorem 3.4 implies that there exists Cw 2 Pwkc(X) such that

lim
t

1

t
s(x�; F0;t(!)) = s(x�; Cw); a.e. for all x� 2 X�:

By theorem 3.2, there exists F1 2 Pskc(X) satisfying limt �H (
1
t
F0;t(!); F1(!)) = 0 a.e. thus also

limt
1
t
s(x�; F0;t(!)) = s(x�; F1(!)) a.e. for all x

� 2 X�. Therefore a) holds. 2

Proof of theorem 3.6. The proof of theorem 3.4 can be adapted. It is enough to use
theorem 3.3 where theorem 3.1 is used. 2

Proof of proposition 3.1. By the diagonal method we extract a subsequence (nk) � (n)
such that for all x� 2 H there exists a limit

'x� (!) = lim
k
s(x�; Fnk(!)) for all ! 2 
:

Let  (!) := limn kFn(!)k. Obviously  2 LmR . Thus kFn(!)k �  (!) + 1 for su�ciently large n.
By Lm

R
-boundness of  , for any p 2 N, there exists 
p � 
 such that (kFn(!)k) is bounded on 
p

and P (
cp) <
1
p
. Lemma 5.3 applied to

�
Fnkj
p

�
yields the existence of F p

1 2 Pwkc(X) such that
for k!1

Fnk(!)! F p
1(!) a.e. on 
p: (14)

Utilizing the diagonal method we can renumber the sequence (nk) such that (14) holds for any
p 2 N. Obviously on 
p, F p

1(!) = F p+1
1 (!). De�ne

F1(!) :=

�
F p
1(!); ! 2 
pn
p�1;
f0g; otherwise:

Then Fnk(!)! F1(!) a.e. on 
. Thus Fn ! F1 in probability. This yields

Z



js(x�; Fn(!)) � s(x�; F1(!))jm ! 0:

To show that F1 2 LmPwkc(X) recall that if Cn ! C1 then kC1k � lim infn kCnk. Therefore

kF1kmm � lim inf kFnkmm <1. 2

Proof of theorem 3.7. Theorem 3.1 implies that there exists F1 2 L1Pwkc(X) such that
1
t
s(x�; F0;t) converges to s(x

�; F1) for any x� 2 X�. Also, as it follows from the proof of theorem
3.1 there exists  2 L1

R
such that limt kF0;t(!)k =  (!). Now the result follows from proposition

3.1. 2

Proof of proposition 3.2. As in the proof of proposition 3.1 there exists a subsequence
(nk) � (n) and an Fw

1 2 L1Pwkc(X) such that

s(x�; Fnk(!)) ! s(x�; Fw
1(!)) a.e. for all x

� 2 X�: (15)

Let  (!) := limn kFn(!)k. Thus for su�ciently large n, (kFn(!)k) is majorized by  (!) + 1.
Therefore, for all p 2 N there exists 
p � 
 such that P (
cp) <

1
p
and (kFn(!)k)n is bounded for

! 2 
p. Thus by lemma 5.2 b) there exist a subsequence (nki) � (nk) and an F p
1: 
p ! Pskc(X)

satisfying

lim
i!1

�H

�
Fnki (!); F

p
1(!)

�
= 0 on 
p: (16)
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By (15) and (16), limk �H (Fnk(!); F
p
1(!)) = 0 on 
p. Proceeding as in the proof of proposition

3.1 we obtain F1: 
! Pskc(X) such that �H (Fn; F1)! 0 in probability and, �nally

lim
n!1

Z



�mH (Fn; F1) = 0:

To prove that F1 2 LmPskc(X) one can proceed as in the proof of proposition 3.1. 2

Proof of theorem 3.8. By theorem 3.2 there exists an F1 2 L1
Pskc(X)

such that a.e.

�H
�
1
t
F0;t(!); F1(!)

�
! 0, thus

�
1
t
s(x�; F0;t)

�
,
�
1
t
kF0;tk

�
converge in L1

R
. The result follows now

from proposition 3.2. 2

Proof of theorem 3.9. The existence of C 2 Pskc(X) follows from theorem 3.5. The result
follows by proposition 3.2, whose assumptions are satis�ed by theorem 3.5. 2
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